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Abstract: The design of electron transport layers (ETLs) with good optoelectronic properties is one of
the keys to the improvement of the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) and stability of perovskite
solar cells (PSCs). Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ), one of the most widely used ETL in PSCs, is characterized
by low electrical conductivity that increases the series resistance of PSCs, thus limiting their PCEs. In
this work, we incorporated tin oxide (SnO2 ) into titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) and studied the evolution
of its microstructural and optoelectronic properties with SnO2 loading. The thin films were then
integrated as ETLs in a regular planar Formamidinium (FA)-rich mixed lead halide PSCs so as
to assess the overall effect of SnO2 incorporation on their charge transport and Photovoltaic (PV)
characteristics. Analysis of the fabricated PSCs devices revealed that the best performing devices;
based on the ETL modified with 0.2 proportion of SnO2; had an average PCE of 17.35 ± 1.39 %, which
was about 7.16% higher than those with pristine TiO2 as ETL. The improvement in the PCE of the
PSC devices with 0.2 SnO2 content in the ETL was attributed to the improved electron extraction and
transport ability as revealed by the Time Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL) and Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) studies.
Keywords: electron transport layer; titanium dioxide; tin oxide; perovskite solar cell; charge transport;
power conversion efficiency and photoluminescence

iations.
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Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have emerged as one of the low-cost photovoltaic (PV)
technologies with photoconversion efficiencies comparable to those of the conventional
crystalline silicon based solar cells [1,2]. They consist of photoactive perovskite layers that
are sandwiched between two oppositely doped charge transport layers (CTLs) to form
regular (n-i-p) or inverted (p-i-n) device architectures with electrodes on either side [3,4].
Within these architectures, the perovskite layer absorbs light and generates charge carriers
that are injected into the CTLs before being transported in opposite directions to their
respective electrodes where they are collected as electric current [5].
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The charge carrier collection efficiency and hence the overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PSCs depends on the effectiveness of light absorption [6] and the accompanying charge carrier dynamics [7] that occur within the PSC structure. Owing to
the exceptional optoelectronic properties of the perovskite active layer such as high light
absorption ability [6], low exciton binding energies [8], balanced ambipolar charge carrier
transport [7,9], high defect tolerance and long carrier diffusion lengths [10], the charge
carriers in the Active Layer (AL) are effectively generated, separated and transported to
the interface with CTLs when PSCs are illuminated [11].
One of the main hindrances to achieving high PCEs in PSCs is the low charge carrier
collection efficiency that is associated with non-radiative recombination losses arising
from inadequate extraction and transportation of photo-generated charge carriers through
the CTLs to the electrodes [12–15]. These processes are mainly governed by the material
properties of the CTLs and the nature of the interface they form with the AL [16,17]. In
order to further improve the performance of PSCs, the CTLs ought to be designed to achieve
a good optical transparency, excellent carrier selectivity, good electrical conductivity and
band energy levels that align well with those of the AL [18,19].
In planar PSCs with n-i-p configurations, the ETL not only plays a key role in the
extraction and transportation of photo-generated electrons [20] but also in the light absorption and the crystallization dynamics of the AL [21]. Hence, different materials have
been explored for use as ETLs in PSCs with those based on metal oxide semiconductors;
either in mesoporous and/or compact forms, proving to be attractive in terms of PCE and
stability [19,22–24]. Among the metal oxide semiconductors, titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) is the
most commonly used ETL due to its high transmittance in the visible light regime, low cost,
good chemical stability, non-toxicity and the ease with which its properties can be tuned
with minimal impact on its structure [25,26]. However, TiO2 has low electrical conductivity
that increases the series resistance (Rs ) and cause power losses in PSCs [27,28].
Modification of TiO2 through strategies such as doping with cations/anions [29],
hybridization with graphene derivatives [30,31], forming core-shell nanostructures [32]
and coupling with other n-type semiconductors [33,34] is an effective method to improve
its optoelectronic properties which consequently leads to an improvement in the PCEs and
stability of PSCs [35]. Tin (IV) Oxide (SnO2 ) is one of the n-type metal oxide semiconductors
that has successfully been used to tune the optoelectronic properties of TiO2 for applications
in photocatalysis [34], gas sensing [36] and in dye-sensitized solar cells [37,38]. It has
a similar crystal structure with TiO2 but exhibits higher optical transmittance, higher
electrical conductivity, better UV stability and is more favorable for the growth of perovskite
films than TiO2 [20,39].
The synergetic effects that arise from the combination of SnO2 and TiO2 to form either a
bi-layered or composite ETL structure have been utilized to improve the PCE and stability of
PSCs [40–46]. The improvement has mainly been attributed to suppression of charge carrier
recombination and accelerated extraction of the photo-generated electrons resulting from
better energy level alignment and defect passivation at the ETL/perovskite interface [46].
Though the few studies that have been done on the use of SnO2 -TiO2 nano-composite
as ETLs in PSCs have shown that they help to improve the performance [40,47,48], the
underlying physical and intrinsic phenomena that are responsible for the reported improvement are not clear, necessitating the need for more research in this area. In particular,
the evolution of the properties of TiO2 with SnO2 loading, its possible impacts on the
optoelectronic properties of the perovskite film and how it influences the overall charge
transport kinetics and performance metrics of PSC requires further investigation.
This paper presents the results of the effects of SnO2 incorporation in TiO2 -based ETL
on the charge carrier dynamics and performance characteristics of planar Formamidium
(FA)-rich mixed lead halide PSCs. First, we processed the ETL thin films on Fluorine
doped Tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass substrates and studied the evolution of their structural,
morphological, and optoelectronic properties with the proportion of SnO2 in TiO2 . We then
fabricated a series of planar regular PSCs that incorporated the SnO2 -TiO2 and pristine
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TiO2 thin films as ETLs and compared their performance parameters. The results are then
discussed for the design of efficient PSCs.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Unless otherwise stated, all the materials and reagents used in this work were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used in the as-received condition. They include Titanium diisopropoxide, Tin (IV) Oxide nanoparticles (2.5% weight in butanol, nanoparticle size < 20 nm), Formamidinium iodide (FAI), Methylammonium Chloride (MACl),
Methylammonium Bromide (MABr), Lead (II) Iodide, Spiro-OMeTAD and Fullerene C60.
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), Chlorobenzene
were among the solvents used. Gold pellets (99.999%) were purchased from Kurt J. Lesker
Company. 1925 Route 51, Jefferson Hills, PA 15025, USA.
2.2. Processing of ETL Thin Films
FTO-coated glass substrates were patterned using zinc powder and 2M Hydrochloric
acid and cleaned sequentially in an ultrasonic bath using detergent, deionized water,
acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 15 min each. The substrates were then blow-dried
using nitrogen gas before being treated with UV ozone for 15 min in order to remove any
residual organic matter. Solutions of 0.15 M and 0.3 M of compact TiO2 were then prepared
by dissolving 55 µL and 110 µL of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) respectively
in 1ml of 1-butanol. SnO2 nano-particle ink (2.5% in butanol, particle size < 20 nm) was
then incorporated into the 0.15 M and 0.3 M TiO2 solutions in different volume fractions of
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 to obtain SnO2 -TiO2 mixed solutions. The mixed solutions were sonicated
for 30 min before being spin-coated onto the FTO-coated glass substrates. The solutions
containing 0.15 M were first spin-coated onto the FTO coated glass at 2000 rpm for 30 s,
annealed at 150 ◦ C for 5 min and allowed to cool to room temperature. This was followed
by spin-coating of the mixed solution containing 0.3M TiO2 at 2000 rpm for 30 s before
sintering at 500 ◦ C for 30 min on a hot plate under ambient conditions. The thin film of
pristine TiO2 was also prepared following the same protocol. Figure 1a–f presents the
schematics of the processing procedure of the ETL thin films.

Figure 1. (a–f): Schematics of the ETL preparation procedure.

2.3. Fabrication of PSCs
Planar PSCs were prepared based on the modified and pristine TiO2 as ETLs via a spincoating technique. First, the ETLs were prepared on cleaned FTO-coated glass substrate
as per the procedure summarized in Figure 1a–f. Perovskite films were then deposited
on the ETLs via a two-step spin-coating process described elsewhere [49]. The films were
annealed at 130 ◦ C for 15 min before the Spiro-OMeTAD solution was spin-coated onto it
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at 4000 rpm for 30 s. A thin layer of gold (80 nm) was deposited on the Spiro-OMeTAD
film to form an electrode using a thermal evaporator (Edward E306A, UK).
2.4. Characterization of Materials
The morphological, structural, optical, and electrical properties of the ETL thin films
were investigated using various characterization techniques. The microstructural images
of the films and elemental composition were obtained using a field emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL JSM-700F, Hollingsworth & Vose, MA, USA) that was
instrumented with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) (Oxford Instrument).
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the films were obtained using an X-ray diffractometer (Malvern PANalytical, Westborough, MA, USA) under Cu Kα radiation source at a
voltage of 40 kV, current of 40 mA. This was done with a scanning step size of 0.01◦ and
2θ angles in the range of 20–90◦ . The optical properties of the thin films were measured
using an Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer (AVANTES Starline, Avaspec-2048) in
the wavelength range of 200 nm to 1100 nm.
The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the films and PSC devices were
studied using Keithley 2400 source meter unit (Keithley, Tektronix, Newark, NJ, USA)
interfaced with a computer. In the case of PSC devices, the Keithley system was connected
to an Oriel solar simulator (Oriel, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) and the J-V
curves were obtained under AM1.5G illumination of 100 mW/cm2 . The J-V measurement
for the PSC device was carried out on a device area of 0.1 cm2 with a voltage scan range
of −0.4 to 1.2 V. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the fabricated PSCs
were measured under illumination using a potentiostat (SP-300, BioLogic Instrument).
The impedance measurements were performed at a bias voltage of 0.1 V with an AC
signal of amplitude 10mV in the frequency range 1 MHz to 1 Hz while the external
quantum efficiency measurement was carried out with Quantx-300 quantum efficiency
measurement system.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structure and Morphology of the ETL and Perovskite Thin Films
The microstructural characteristics of the ETL and perovskite films play an important
role in the charge carrier dynamics and the overall performance of PSCs. Compact morphologies with less pinholes and grain boundaries are essentially needed to form good
interfacial contacts with adjacent layers and to reduce power losses due to series resistance,
current leakage and charge carrier trapping [50]. The SEM images of the ETL thin films
with different proportions of SnO2 are presented in Figure 2a–d. As seen in the figure, the
SEM images of the ETLs with 0, 0.1 and 0.2 proportions of SnO2 (Figure 2a–c) are smooth
and more compact when compared to the one with 0.3 proportion of SnO2 which appears
to be porous and with more pinholes (Figure 2d). The formation of pinholes at higher SnO2
content can be associated with agglomeration of SnO2 nanoparticles or the degradation of
SnO2 at higher annealing temperature [51]. The presence of the pinholes in these films can
provide shunting paths that cause current leakage from the active layer to the FTO thus
reducing the fill factor (FF) and the overall PCEs of PSC devices.
The elemental composition of the ETLs was studied by taking the EDS cross-sectional
images. Figure 3a,b shows the SEM and EDS cross-sectional images of the representative
SnO2 -TiO2 ETL film deposited on FTO-coated glass substrate. From the figure, a thin
layer of the ETL (around 100 nm in thickness) is visible on top of the FTO with an even
distribution of Sn (Green) and Ti (Red). The EDS spectra of the ETLs at different SnO2
content are presented in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials. From the figure, we see
that Sn, Ti and O are present in all the ETL films with different weight percentages. The
SnO2 -TiO2 based ETLs showed a higher Sn content relative to the TiO2 -based ETL and
the percentage weight of Sn increased with the SnO2 content. This confirms successful
incorporation of SnO2 in TiO2 . The Sn signals detected in the pristine TiO2 ETL possibly
diffused from the underlying FTO layer during the sintering process. The other elements
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detected such as Si, Mg, and Cu, originated from glass substrate and the copper tape that
was used to attach the samples to the sample holder while Pd and Au came from the
coating film used.

Figure 2. SEM images of ETL with (a) TiO2 (b) 0.1 (c) 0.2 and (d) 0.3 proportions of SnO2 .

Figure 3. (a) SEM and (b) EDS Cross-sectional image of representative ETL film on FTO-coated glass;
(c) XRD patterns of the ETL films (d) FWHM for the ETLs at different SnO2 content.

To investigate the possible impact of SnO2 incorporation on the structural properties
of the ETL films, the XRD patterns of the different films were recorded at room temperature
(25 ◦ C). Figure 3c shows the XRD patterns of all the ETL films at different proportions of
SnO2 . The result shows that the diffraction peaks of all the ETL films occur at 2θ angles
of 26.5◦ , 33.8◦ , 37.8◦ , 51.8◦ , 61.6◦ and 66◦ which can respectively be indexed to the planes
(110), (011), (020), (121), (130) and (031) for tetragonal titanium tin oxide composite (ICSD
98-009-0868). The (020) plane is the preferred crystal orientation in nearly all the ETL films
except the one containing 0.2 SnO2 proportion whose preferred crystal orientation is the
plane (110). Another observable difference in the diffractograms of the ETL films lies on the
intensity of the diffraction peaks. The intensity of the peak corresponding to the plane (011)
(labelled #) is observed to increase with the content of SnO2 in the ETL and reaches the
highest value at SnO2 proportion of 0.2. The fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM) of the
peak was also found to decrease with increasing SnO2 content attaining a minimum value
at the same SnO2 proportion (Figure 3d). This shows that the ETL film with 0.2 proportion
of SnO2 had better crystallinity relative to the rest.
In regular planar PSCs, the ETL forms the base over which the perovskite layer is
deposited. This means that any variation in its surface characteristics can influence the
crystallization dynamics and morphology of the perovskite films. We studied the effect of
the ETL modification on the morphological properties of the perovskite films deposited on
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them by taking the SEM images of the top surface. The SEM images of the perovskite films
formed on pristine TiO2 and SnO2 -TiO2 based ETLs are presented in Figure 4a–d. From the
figure, we observe a slight change in the morphology for the perovskite films deposited on
the ETL containing 0.3 volume proportion of SnO2 . At this proportion, the perovskite film
appears to have larger interconnected grains with less grain boundaries when compared to
rest. This implies that higher SnO2 content in the ETL resulted in the growth of perovskite
films with improved morphologies. This observation is in agreement with what has been
reported by other researchers [20].

Figure 4. SEM images of perovskite films deposited on the different ETLs: (a) TiO2 (b) 0.1 (c) 0.2 and
(d) 0.3 proportion of SnO2 .

3.2. Optoelectronic Properties of the Thin Films
The optical properties of the ETL in PSCs can influence the amount of light reaching
the photoactive perovskite layer, thus affecting the charge carrier generation. We studied
the effect of SnO2 incorporation on the optical properties of the ETL films by measuring
their transmittance and absorbance at different proportions of SnO2 . The transmittance
and absorption spectra of the different ETL films were measured in the range of 200 nm to
1100 nm using UV-Vis spectrometer. The optical transmittance spectra (Figure 5a) indicate
that all the ETL films had high transmittance within the visible spectrum which makes
them suitable for PV application. The ETL films modified with 0.2 and 0.3 SnO2 proportion
exhibited higher transmittance relative to TiO2 . The optical band gaps (Eg ) of the ETL films
at different proportions of SnO2 were determined from absorbance by plotting αhv verses
the photon energy hν and fitting the linear section of the resulting curve to the Tauc relation
given in Equation (1) [52,53].

1
(1)
(αhv) γ = B hν − Eg
In Equation (1), α is the absorption coefficient of the ETL films, B is the edge width
parameter and γ is a parameter that specifies the nature of the optical transition and usually
takes a value of 2 for indirect optical transitions [53]. As shown in Figure 5b, we see a
general blue-shift in the band gaps of ETL films as the SnO2 content increases. The band
gap increased from 3.58 eV to 3.70 eV when the volume proportion of SnO2 increased from
0 to 0.3. The increase in band gap explains the observed increase in transmittance of the
ETL films with the content of SnO2 in TiO2 .
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Figure 5. Optoelectronic Behavior of ETLs films: (a) Transmittance, (b) Tauc plot from absorbance
(c) Dark I-V curves of the films and (d) Electrical conductivity.

The electrical properties of the ETL films are also very important as they influence their
electron transport function in PSCs. Good electrical conductivity ensures proper extraction
of the photogenerated electrons and reduces the series resistance (Rs ) of PSC devices. We
determined the electrical conductivity (σ) of the ETL films at room temperature from the
Ohmic region of their dark I-V curves (Figure 5c) which were obtained by applying voltage
to the films sandwiched between two electrodes (FTO/ETLs/Au). The results show that σ
increases with the SnO2 content in TiO2 and the highest value was obtained for the film
modified with 0.2 volume proportion of SnO2 . Beyond the 0.2 proportion of SnO2 , the
value of σ was found to decrease slightly (Figure 5d). The decrease in σ is attributed to
the microstructural changes of the ETL at 0.3 proportion of SnO2 revealed by the SEM
image in Figure 2d. The evolution of the bandgap and σ with SnO2 content in the ETL are
summarized in Table S1 of the Supplementary Materials.
To understand the effect of ETL modification on the electron transport dynamics of
the PSCs, we investigated the variation of the optoelectronic properties of perovskite films
deposited on pristine TiO2 and SnO2 -TiO2 ETLs through UV-Vis, steady state photoluminescence (PL), time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) and space charge limited conduction
(SCLC) techniques. The UV-Vis spectra of the perovskite films (Figure 6a) show that all
the films had nearly equal absorption onsets (~800 nm) with a slight variation in their
absorption intensities. This shows that the different proportions of SnO2 in the ETL layer
did not cause alter the band gap of the perovskite films. The PL spectra of the perovskite
films (Figure 6b) also show one major peak, all centered at ~800 nm, with small variations
being observed only in their emission intensities. In particular, the PL emission peak for the
perovskite film deposited on TiO2 modified with 0.3 volume proportion of SnO2 is stronger
than those of the perovskite films deposited on pristine TiO2 , and composite SnO2 -TiO2
ETL with 0.1 and 0.2 SnO2 contents. This change in the PL intensity of perovskite film
is usually associated with the variation in the crystal quality of the perovskite films or
changes in the PL quenching capability of the CTLs [54,55]. In our case, the stronger PL
emission peak for the perovskite film on the ETL with 0.3 SnO2 proportion is most likely to
be an indication of reduced non-radiative recombination resulting from the improvement
in the film morphology as seen from the SEM images in Figure 4e.
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Figure 6. Optical properties of perovskite films for different volume proportion of SnO2 : (a) UV-Vis
absorbance spectra (b) PL spectra, (c) J-V curves of electron only devices and (d) TRPL spectra of
perovskite films on different ETL.

To ascertain the above observation, the electron trap densities of the perovskite films
were determined using SCLC method from the dark J-V curves of electron only devices
with the structure FTO/ETLs/perovskite/C60 /Au. Figure 6c shows the dark J-V curves
of the electron only devices with TiO2 and SnO2 -TiO2 ETLs with different proportion of
SnO2 . The J-V curves kink upwards at different bias voltages indicating a variation in their
electron trap densities. The bias voltage at which the J-V curves kink upwards corresponds
to the threshold voltage (trap filled voltage limit, VTFL ) at which the electron traps in the
perovskite films are filled. Figure 6c shows that the perovskite films on the different ETLs
have different values of VTFL , which implies that they have different trap densities. The
trap density (Nt ) of the perovskite films were determined from the values of VTFL from the
J-V curves by applying Equation (2) [56].
2ε r ε o
VTFL
(2)
eL2
The constants ε r , ε o , e and L are the relative permittivity, permittivity of free space,
electronic charge, and the thickness of the perovskite films, respectively. From Figure 6c,
the VTFL values of the perovskite films on TiO2 and SnO2 -TiO2 ETLs with 0.1, 0.2 and
0.3 volume proportion of SnO2 were respectively determined to be 0.67V, 0.81V, 0.59V
and 0.28V. The corresponding values of Nt were calculated and the perovskite film on the
ETL with 0.3 SnO2 content was found to have the least Nt value of 1.10 × 1016 cm−3 . The
perovskite films deposited on pristine TiO2 and SnO2 -TiO2 ETLs with 0.1 and 0.2 SnO2
content had Nt values of 2.63 × 1016 cm−3 , 3.18 × 1016 cm−3 and 2.23 × 1016 cm−3 respectively. Thus, the Nt values of all the perovskite films were all in the order of 1016 cm−3 with
those of the perovskite film deposited on the ETL with 0.3 SnO2 proportion being nearly
2.5 folds lower than those of the control device. The electron mobilities corresponding to the
calculated Nt were respectively determined to be 2.63 × 10−4 V cm−2 , 5.93 × 10−5 V cm−2
and, 2.71 × 10−4 V cm−2 while that of the films on the ETL with 0.3 SnO2 proportion was
3.53 × 10−4 V cm−2 .
Although perovskite films are known to be defect tolerant, presence of deep defects
in the bulk and on the surface will hinder proper extraction and transportation of charge
carriers leading to their loss through recombination [57]. To probe the electron extraction
dynamics at the ETL/perovskite interface, the TRPL decay curves of the perovskite films
(Figure 6d) were recorded. The TRPL results were fitted to a bi-exponential decay function
and the electron decay lifetimes (τ1 and τ2 ) were extracted and the values obtained are
Nt =
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tabulated in Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials. The fast decay lifetime (τ1 ) reflects
the loss of carriers due to trap mediated non-radiative recombination or charge extraction at perovskite/ETL interface while the slow decay lifetime (τ2 ) indicates radiative
recombination in the perovskite film [58].
The perovskite films on the ETLs with 0.2 and 0.3 SnO2 contents exhibited smaller τ1
values of 0.541 ± 0.013 ns and 0.636 ± 0.022 ns respectively compared to 2.775 ± 0.0133 ns
and 2.926 ± 0.129 ns for perovskite films deposited on ETL consisting of pure TiO2 and
SnO2 -modified TiO2 with 0.1 proportion of SnO2 . The reduction in the τ1 values for the
perovskite film on the ETL modified with 0.3 volume proportion of SnO2 agrees well with
the calculated value of the electron trap densities which was found to be tenfold lower than
those on the other ETLs. The least value obtained for the ETL with 0.2 SnO2 proportion
reflects its good electron extraction ability arising from its good electrical conductivity. The
values of τ2 were also observed to decrease with SnO2 proportion in the ETL from a value
of 16.38 ± 0.761 ns for perovskite films with undoped ETL to a value of 2.63 ± 0.149 ns for
the films on the ETL with 0.3 SnO2 content. This shows that the perovskite film on the ETL
with 0.3 SnO2 content had fewer defects, which agrees well with the SCLC results and is
also evident in the UV-Vis spectra (Figure 6a).
3.3. Performance Characteristics of PSCs
The photovoltaic performance of a solar cell is quantified by its PCE which is a function of the short circuit current density (Jsc ), open circuit voltage (Voc ) and FF. The PV
performance parameters of the fabricated PSCs were determined from their J-V curves
measured under illumination using a solar simulator (AM1.5, 100 mW/cm2 ). Figure 7a–c
compares the J-V curves, Nyquist plots and the EQE curves of the control and best performing devices while Figure 7d shows the SEM cross-sectional image of the fabricated planar
PSC device. It is seen from Figure 7a that the best performing device based on SnO2 -TiO2
ETL with 0.2 SnO2 content had higher Jsc when compared to the control device based on
TiO2 . To find out the reason for the observed increase in Jsc , we carried out EIS studies on
the control and the best performing PSC devices under illumination and the results are
displayed by Nyquist plots shown in Figure 7b.

Figure 7. (a) J-V curves; (b) Nyquist curves and (c) EQE curves of the control and the best performing
PSC devices (d) Cross-sectional image of the fabricated planar PSC.

The Nyquist plots shows two semicircles, one in the high frequency region that is
associated with the charge transfer resistance (Rtr ) from perovskite to the ETL and one
in the low frequency region which is associated with recombination resistance (Rrec ) at
the ETL/perovskite interface in the PSC device [59]. The Nyquist curves were fitted with
equivalent RC circuit (inset of Figure 7b) to allow for the extraction of Rs , Rtr and Rrec . It
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is noticeable from Figure 7b that the incorporation of SnO2 into TiO2 leads to a reduction
in both the Rs and Rtr values while the value of Rrec increased. For the device area under
consideration, Rs and Rtr decreased from 5.23 Ω cm2 to 3.67 Ω cm2 and from 14.54 Ω cm2 to
12.27 Ω cm2 , respectively for the control and the best performing SnO2 -TiO2 based devices.
On the other hand, Rrec increased from 5.37 Ω cm2 for the control device to 13.07 Ω cm2 for
the SnO2 -TiO2 based device. The decrease in Rs agrees with the observed improvement
in σ of the ETL with SnO2 incorporation (Figure 5d). The reduction in the value of Rs in
the SnO2 -TiO2 based device led to an improvement in its electron transport properties.
Consequently, the charge carrier collection efficiency of the PSC device based on SnO2 -TiO2
ETL improved, as shown by the EQE measurement in Figure 7c.
For the different sets of PSCs fabricated, the PV parameters (Jsc , Voc , FF and PCE)
were determined from their J-V curves and expressed as a function of the proportion of
SnO2 in the ETL by means of statistical box plots as shown in Figure 8a–d. From the figure,
we observe an increase in the mean values of Jsc , FF and PCE of the PSCs as the proportion
of SnO2 in the ETL increase from 0 to 0.2. Beyond this proportion, the mean values of these
PV parameters decreased. A summary of the experimentally measured PV performance
characteristics is given in Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials. The trend observed in
the variation of these parameters with the proportion of SnO2 in the ETL follows the same
trend displayed by the σ of the ETL (Figure 5d). This indicates that σ of the ETL played
a role in shaping the performance of the overall PSC device. However, the mean values
of the Voc showed a general decrease with the SnO2 content in the ETL due to a possible
downward shift in the conduction band edge of TiO2 when modified with SnO2 [60].

Figure 8. Box plots showing the variation of (a) Jsc (b) Voc (c) FF and (d) PCE with SnO2 content in
the ETL.

4. Conclusions
Pristine TiO2 and SnO2 -modified TiO2 thin films with different proportions of SnO2
have been studied as ETLs in FA-rich planar PSCs. The results show that incorporating
SnO2 in TiO2 in the right proportion improves its electrical conductivity and optical
transmission of the ETL film which consequently increase the PCE of PSC. By introducing
0.2 volume proportion of SnO2 in TiO2 , the PCE of the PSC increased by 7.17%. The
improvement is mainly attributed to the enhancement in the electrical conductivity of
the ETL and the accompanying reduction in Rs of PSC that increases the charge carrier
collection efficiency and hence the PCE. The EIS results show that the values of Rs of the
PSCs decrease from 5.23 Ω cm2 to 3.67 Ω cm2 , when TiO2 ETL is modified with 0.2 volume
proportion of SnO2 . From this study, we conclude that the strategies geared reducing Rs in
PSCs are beneficial in improving the PCE.
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